order to effectively utilize the training samples from different domains, domain adaptation techniques aim to explicitly cope with variations in feature distributions.
We received many high-quality submissions, from which we selected 9 articles to include in this special issue. These articles cover a wide range of domain adaptation topics for various vision applications such as object recognition, face recognition, action and event recognition. A brief summary of these articles is provided below.
The article "Learning Kernels for Unsupervised Domain Adaptation with Applications to Visual Object Recognition" by Gong et al. first proposes an unsupervised learning approach for domain adaptation, in which the so-called geodesic flow kernel (GFK) is calculated by interpolating an infinite number of subspaces to bridge the source and target domains. They also propose a supervised learning approach by combining multiple base GFKs. Their approaches achieve state-of-the-art results on the benchmark datasets.
In the article "Asymmetric and Category Invariant Feature Transformations for Domain Adaptation", Hoffman et al. first propose a distance metric learning method for domain adaptation by learning asymmetric transformations. They also propose a new domain adaptation approach to learn the classifiers based on the max-margin framework. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of their algorithms.
In "Weakly-Supervised Cross-Domain Dictionary Learning for Visual Recognition", Zhu and Shao propose a new dictionary learning method by using auxiliary domain knowledge to expand the intra-class diversities of original training data. In this work, dictionary learning is on samples from both auxiliary and target domains by using a transformation matrix. Comprehensive experiments for various vision applications including action recognition, event recognition and image classification demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.
The article "Harnessing Lab Knowledge for Real-world Action Recognition" by Ma et al. proposes a multi-task learning framework for action recognition in the real-world videos by borrowing the knowledge from the lab videos. Their framework can still explore the shared knowledge between real-world and lab datasets even when the action categories are different. Promising results are reported for real-world action recognition.
The article by Shao et al., entitled "Generalized Transfer Subspace Learning through Low-Rank Constraint," presents a new subspace learning method by using the low-rank constraint to bridge the source and target domains in the lowdimensional space. With the low-rank constraint, the knowledge can be transferred from the source domain to the target domain only when the samples from both domains are aligned. This work is evaluated for different vision applications such as face recognition, kinship verification and object recognition and the newly proposed methods achieve better results when compared with several existing algorithms.
The article "Domain Adaptation for face recognition: Targetize Source domain images bridged by Common subspace" by Kan et al. proposes a new face recognition method by using a sparse set of target domain images to reconstruct each source domain image in the image space. They also propose to learn a common subspace in order to preserve the structures of two domains and simultaneously reduce the mismatch between the two domains. Extensive experiments demonstrate their approach outperforms several existing techniques for face recognition under different scenarios.
In the article "Model-Driven Domain Adaptation on Product Manifolds for Unconstrained Face Recognition", Ho and Gopalan propose to derive a latent domain by representing each subject as a point on a product of Grassmann manifolds. They also develop a new kernel discriminant analysis based approach and a probabilistic approach for image and video classification. The effectiveness of their approach is demonstrated by comprehensive evaluations.
Yamada et al. develop in "Domain Adaptation for Structured Regression" a new semi-supervised domain adaptation method based on Twin Gaussian Processes to reduce large structural biases. They also propose a new approach to measure domain similarity between the source and target domains. This work achieves the state-of-the-art performances for 3D head and 3D human pose estimation.
In "Exploring Transfer Learning Approaches for Head Pose Classification from Multi-view Surveillance Images", Rajagopal et al. present new transfer learning methods for multi-view head pose classification. To cope with challenging situations in this application (e.g., the range of head poses in the images from different domains may be different), the authors propose a new boosting-based transfer learning algorithm and new adaptive weights learning methods. Extensive experiments demonstrate the proposed methods outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms for multi-view head pose classification.
